Abstract. The exact/approximate non-orthogonal general joint block diagonalization (nogjbd) problem of a given real matrix set A = {A i } m i=1 is to find a nonsingular matrix W ∈ R n×n (diagonalizer) such that W T A i W for i = 1, 2, . . . , m are all exactly/approximately block diagonal matrices with the same diagonal block structure and with as many diagonal blocks as possible. In this paper, we show that a solution to the exact/approximate nogjbd problem can be obtained by finding the exact/approximate solutions to the system of linear equations A i Z = Z T A i for i = 1, . . . , m, followed by a block diagonalization of Z via similarity transformation. A necessary and sufficient condition for the equivalence of the solutions to the exact nogjbd problem is established. Two numerical methods are proposed to solve the nogjbd problem, and numerical examples are presented to show the merits of the proposed methods.
1. Introduction. The joint block diagonalization problem, also called the simultaneous block diagonalization problem, is a particular case of the block term decomposition (BTD) of a third order tensor [10, 11, 14, 26] . Such problem has found many applications in independent subspace analysis (e.g., [4, 13, 30, 31] ) and semidefinite programming (e.g., [18, 8, 2, 9] ). To specify the problem, we name the problem by nine capital letters wwxyyzzzz. The first two letters, ww, indicate the type of the matrices in the matrix set, sy/he for real symmetric/complex Hermitian matrices, ge for general matrices. The second letter, x, indicates that the problem is solved in the exact sense or the approximate sense, e for the former and a for the latter. The next two letters, yy, indicate the type of the diagonalizer, no/nu for non-orthogonal/non-unitary matrix, o/u for orthogonal/unitary matrix(often left as blank). The last four letters, zzzz, indicate the computation performed, jd for joint diagonalization, jbd for joint block diagonalization, gjbd for general joint block diagonalization. Next, we first give some definitions, then formulate the wweyyjbd problem and the wweyygjbd problem mathematically. Definition 1.1. We call τ n = (n 1 , . . . , n t ) a partition of positive integer n if n 1 , n 2 , . . . , n t are all positive integers and the sum of them is n, i.e., Let S n , H n , O n , U n , GL(n, R) and GL(n, C) denote the n × n matrix set of real symmetric matrix, complex Hermitian matrix, real orthogonal matrix, complex unitary matrix, real nonsingular matrix and complex nonsingular matrix, respectively. Let A n = S n , H n , R n×n , or C n×n , W n = O n , U n , GL(n, R), or GL(n, C). Then the wweyyjbd problem and the wweyygjbd problem can be stated as: The wweyyjbd problem.
Given a matrix set {A i } m i=1 with A i ∈ A n , and a partition τ n = (n 1 , . . . , n t ). Find a matrix W = W (τ n ) ∈ W n such that W ⋆ A i W for i = 1, . . . , m are all τ n -block diagonal matrices, i.e., ∈ R nj ×nj for j = 1, 2, . . . , t. Here the symbol (·) ⋆ stands for the transpose of a real matrix or the conjugate transpose of a complex matrix.
The wweyygjbd problem.
Given a matrix set A = {A i } m i=1 with A i ∈ A n . Find a partition τ ′ n = (n ′ 1 , . . . , n ′ t ) and a matrix W = W (τ ′ n ) ∈ W n such that card(τ ′ n ) = max{card(τ n ) there exists a W = W (τ n ) which solves wweyyjbd.} In practice, the matrices A i 's are usually constructed from empirical data, the wweyyjbd problem in general has no solutions. Consequently, the wwayyjbd problem is considered instead. Naturally, the wwayyjbd problem is formulated as an optimization problem C(W ) = min, where C(·) is certain cost function, W belongs to certain feasible set, say W n . In current literature, there are mainly three cost functions for the wwayyjbd problem [32] , namely, C LS (W ) [17] , C LL (W ) [21] , C F IT (Y )(Y = W −1 ) [26] , which can be respectively given by
where τ n ∈ T n is a prescribed partition,
Great efforts has been devoted to solving the wwayyjbd problem and numerous algorithms are proposed. For example, the JBD-OG/ORG method by H. Ghennioui et al. [19] , the JBD-LM method by O. Cherrak et al. [6] , the JBD-NCG method by D. Nion [26] . For more methods, we refer the readers to [12, 5, 33] and reference therein. A very useful matlab toolbox for tensor computation -tensorlab [35] , which is available at http://www.tensorlab.net, is also recommended for interested readers.
The wwayygjbd problem, on the other hand, attempts to maximize card(τ n ) and minimize C(W ) at the same time, which results in a rather difficult optimization problem. In this paper, we formulate the wwayygjbd problem as follows:
The wwayygjbd problem.
Given a matrix set A = {A i } m i=1 with A i ∈ A n . Find a partition τ where ǫ ≥ 0 is a prescribed parameter.
The first constraint (1.2b) is used to control the norm of the off-block-diagonal parts of W ⋆ A i W 's, where ǫ is a parameter. In particular, if ǫ = 0, the wwayygjbd problem becomes the wweyygjbd problem. The second constraint is used to prevent W from becoming too small. Notice that if (τ ′ n , W ) solves the above wwayygjbd problem, then so does (τ ′ n , W Q), where Q ∈ O n or U n is a τ n -block diagonal matrix; furthermore, the value on the left hand side of the first constraint remains unchanged for any Q.
The wwxyygjbd problem is not well studied, in both theory and algorithm. In current literature, the wwayygjbd problem, as an optimization problem, is solved by a two stage procedure, in the first stage, apply a jd algorithm; in the second stage, reveal the block structure by permutation. Such an approach is based on a conjecture [1] and is only partially proved [31] . From a matrix * -algebraic point of view, the gexogjbd/gexugjbd problem is studied in [23, 7, 25, 22] : based on some structure theorem of the matrix * -algebra, the geeogjbd/geeugjbd problem is solved in theory, and several algorithms are proposed to solve the gexogjbd/gexugjbd problem. From a matrix polynomial spectral approach, the hexnugjbd problem is discussed in [3] : based on the spectral decomposition of a matrix polynomial, the necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of nontrivial solutions are established, the equivalence of the solutions are given, and two algorithms are developed to solve the hexnugjbd. Both the matrix * -algebra approach and the matrix polynomial approach are from algebraic point of view, and the numerical methods proposed are direct methods rather than iterative methods as in the optimization approach.
In this paper, we study the gexnogjbd problem 1 via an algebraic approach, similar as in [23] . The tools we employed are only some fundamental matrix decompositions, rather than the fancy structure theorem of matrix * -algebra. Our contributions are fourfold. First, we show that the existence of the solutions to the geenogjbd problem is strongly connected with the null space
A solution to the geenogjbd problem can be obtained from a matrix decomposition of a "generic" element in N (A). Second, a necessary and sufficient condition for the equivalence of the solutions are established. Third, we show that the solutions to the geanogjbd problem can be obtained from a decomposition of a "generic" element in the "near-null" space
Last, two algorithms are proposed and numerical examples show their merits.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we give the existence and equivalence of the solutions to the geenogjbd problem, and also show how to determine a solution. In section 3, we show that the geanogjbd problem can be solved in a similar way as the geenogjbd problem, two numerical methods are proposed. The numerical examples are given in section 4. Finally, some concluding remarks are given in section 5.
Notation. The symbol ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product. The operation vec(X) denotes the vectorization of the matrix X formed by stacking the columns of X into a single column vector. The operation reshape(x, m, n) is to reshape the mn-by-1 vector x into a m-by-n matrix, e.g., reshape(vec(X), m, n) = X. The 2-norm, Frobinius norm and infinity norm of a matrix is denoted by · 2 , · F and · ∞ , respectively. The eigenvalue set of a square matrix A is denoted by λ(A). Let a be a row vector of order t, for convenience, by setting a j = (b 1 , b 2 ), we mean that the jth element of a is replaced by (b 1 , b 2 ) , that is, a = (a 1 , . . . , a j−1 , b 1 , b 2 , a j+1 , . . . , a t ). We shall also adopt MATLAB convention to access the entries of vectors and matrices. The set of integers from i to j inclusive is i : j. For a matrix A, its submatrices A(k : ℓ, i : j), A(k : ℓ, :), A(:, i : j) consist of intersections of row k to row ℓ and column i to column j, row k to row ℓ and all columns, all rows and column i to column j, respectively.
2. On the geenogjbd problem. In this section, we first discuss the existence of the solutions to geenogjbd problem, then the equivalence of the solutions, and finally show how to determine a solution.
For the ease of our following discussions, we need the following definitions. Definition 2.1. Let τ n ,τ n ∈ T n with card(τ n ) = card(τ n ) = s. We say that τ n is equivalent toτ n if there exists a permutation Π s such that τ n =τ n Π s , denoted by τ n ∼τ n . Definition 2.2. For any real matrix Z of order n, denote its distinct eigenvalues by λ 1 ,λ 1 , . . . , λ ℓ ,λ ℓ , λ ℓ+1 , . . . , λ t , where λ 1 , . . . , λ ℓ are non-real, λ ℓ+1 , . . . , λ t are real. Let the algebraic multiplicity of λ i be m i for i = 1, . . . , t. Split the distinct eigenvalues into s non-intersect subsets with each subset closed under complex conjugation, and denote n i the sum of the algebraic multiplicities of the eigenvalues in each subset, then an eigenvalue partition of Z is defined as ζ n (Z) = (n 1 , . . . , n s ). In particular, if s = t, such eigenvalue partition, hereafter called optimal eigenvalue partition and denoted by ζ opt n (Z), is unique up to a permutation Π t , i.e.,
The eigenvalue decomposition of Z corresponding with a partition ζ n (Z) is defined as
2.1. Existence of the solutions to the geenogjbd problem. In this subsection, we establish the necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of solutions to the geenojbd problem and geenogjbd problem.
Lemma 2.3. Given a partition τ n = (n 1 , . . . , n s ) ∈ T n . Then the geenojbd problem has a solution W if and only if there exists a matrix Z ∈ N (A) such that an eigenvalue partition of Z, denoted by ζ n (Z), is equivalent to τ n .
Proof. (⇒) (Sufficiency) If W is a solution to the geenojbd problem, then (1.1) holds for i = 1, . . . , m. Let
it is easy to see that Z ∈ N (A) and ζ opt n (Z), which is an eigenvalue partition of Z, is equivalent to τ n .
(⇐) (Necessity) Using the assumption that Z has an eigenvalue partition ζ n (Z) that is equivalent to τ n , we know that Z has the following eigenvalue decomposition corresponding with τ n :
where G j ∈ R nj ×nj for j = 1, . . . , s, and
Theorem 2.4. The geenogjbd problem has a solution (τ n , W ) if and only if there exists a matrix Z ∈ N (A) which has an eigenvalue partition ζ n (Z) that is equivalent to τ n , and there is no
) is a solution to the geenogjbd problem, then W is a solution to the geenojbd problem. By Lemma 2.3, we know that there exists a matrix Z ∈ N (A) which has an eigenvalue partition ζ n (Z) that is equivalent to τ n .
If there exists a Z ∈ N (A) such that card(ζ opt n ( Z)) > card(τ n ), then Z has an eigenvalue decomposition
wheret > card(τ n ), G j is of orderñ j , and λ( G j ) ∩ λ( G k ) = ∅. By Lemma 2.3, for the partitionτ n = (ñ 1 , . . . ,ñt), the geenojbd problem has a solution W . Therefore, for any solution of the geenogjbd problem, the cardinality of the partition should be no less thant, which contradicts with the fact that (τ n , W ) is a solution to the geenogjbd problem and card(τ n ) <t.
(⇐) (Necessity) If there exists a matrix Z ∈ N (A) which has an eigenvalue partition ζ n (Z) that is equivalent to τ n , then by Lemma 2.3, for the partition τ n , the geenojbd problem has a solution W . If there is no Z ∈ N (A) such that card(ζ opt n ( Z)) > card(τ n ), we declare that (τ n , W ) is a solution to the geenogjbd problem. Because otherwise, let (τ n , W ) be a solution to the geenogjbd problem, then card(τ n ) > card(τ n ). In another word, for the partitionτ n , the geenojbd problem has a solution W . By Lemma 2.3, there exists a matrix Z ∈ N (A) such that (2.5) holds. Then it follows that card(ζ opt n ( Z)) ≥t = card(τ n ) > card(τ n ), which is a contradiction.
Remark 2.1. Given a matrix Z ∈ N (A), if Z has an eigenvalue partition ζ n (Z) = (n 1 , . . . , n s ), it has an eigenvalue decomposition corresponding with ζ n (Z),
Then for the partition (n 1 , . . . , n s ), the geenojbd problem has a solution W . Notice that s ≤ card(ζ opt n (Z)), and the equality holds if and only if the eigenvalues of each G j are the same real number or a complex conjugate pair. Therefore, if (ζ n (Z), W ) is a solution to the geenogjbd problem, then ζ n (Z) ∼ ζ opt n (Z), which implies that the eigenvalues of each G j are the same real number or a complex conjugate pair.
Remark 2.2. If the geenogjbd problem of matrix set
2 ) is a solution to the geeogjbd problem of matrix set A. Therefore, the solutions to the geeogjbd problem of A can be obtained by solving the geenogjbd problem of A + . To be specific, the null space of the matrix set A + can be given by
which is the commutant algebra of the matrix * -subalgebra generated by A + [23] . For a generic Z ∈ N (A + ), let Z = QT Q T be its spectral decomposition (also its eigenvalue decomposition corresponding with ζ opt n (Z)), where Q is orthogonal, T = diag(λ 1 I n1 , . . . , λ t I nt ) with λ i = λ j for i = j. Then according to Proposition 3.1 in [23] , (τ n , Q) solves the geeogjbd problem of A, which agrees with Theorem 2.4 here.
Equivalence of the solutions.
If (τ n , W ) with τ n = (n 1 , . . . , n t ) is a solution to the geenogjbd problem, then so is (τ n , W ) = (τ n Π t , W T Π), where Π t is a permutation matrix of order t, Π ∈ R n×n is permutation matrix, which can be obtained by replacing the 1 and 0 elements in jth row of Π t by I nj and zero matrices of right sizes, respectively (hereafter such permutation matrix Π is referred to as the block permutation matrix corresponding with τ n ), and T = diag(T jj ) is a nonsingular τ nblock diagonal matrix. We write
Notice that the relation ∼ is reflexive, symmetric, and transitive, i.e., it is an equivalence relation. Consequently, we may say that (τ n , W ) and (τ n , W ) are equivalent. A fundamental problem is: are all solutions to the geenogjbd problem equivalent? The following theorem gives the answer.
Theorem 2.5. Suppose that the geenogjbd problem has a solution (τ n , W ),
The following statements are equivalent:
(1) All solutions to the geenogjbd problem are equivalent.
(2) The dimension of N (A) equals to the sum of the dimension of N (A j ), i.e.,
is nonsingular. Proof. We proceed by showing (1) ⇒ (2) ⇒ (1) and (2) ⇔ (3).
(1) ⇒ (2) Notice that for any F j ∈ N (A j ), j = 1, . . . , t, it is easy to see that
and ǫ is a positive parameter. On one hand, for a sufficient small ǫ, we know that the number of distinct eigenvalues of Z ǫ should be no less than that of Z, i.e., card(ζ
, by Lemma 2.3, the geenojbd problem has a solution W ǫ satisfying
is also a solution to the geenogjbd problem, and hence it is equivalent to (τ n , W ), i.e., there exists a permutation matrix Π t ∈ R t×t and a nonsingular τ n -block diagonal matrix
where Π is the block permutation matrix corresponding with τ n . Using (2.8) and (2.9), we get
where
which is the required form.
(2) ⇒ (1) Let (τ n , W ) be a solution to the geenogjbd problem. It suffices if we can show that (τ n , W ) and (τ n , W ) are equivalent.
First, as both (τ n , W ) and (τ n , W ) are solutions to the geenogjbd problem, we know that card(τ n ) = card(τ n ) = t. Letτ n = (n 1 , . . . ,n t ). By Theorem 2.4, there exists a Z ∈ N (A) such that
where G j is of ordern j and λ( G j ) ∩ λ( G k ) = ∅ for j = k. Second, the equality (2.6) implies that for any element in N (A), in particular Z, there exist F j ∈ N (A j ) for j = 1, . . . , t such that
Combining (2.10) and (2.11), we have
Noticing that the eigenvalues of G j are the same real number or the same complex conjugate pair, and so are the eigenvalues of F j , we know that there is a permutation matrix Π t ∈ R t×t such thatτ n = τ n Π t . The corresponding block permutation
, where {i 1 , . . . , i t } is a permutation of {1, . . . , t}, and for j = 1, . . . , t, G ij is similar to F j , i.e., there exists a nonsingular matrix T jj of order n j satisfying F j = T jj G ij T −1 jj . Then (2.12) can be rewritten as
The conclusion follows immediately since T 1 T 2 is nonsingular and τ n -block diagonal.
Then we have the following equivalence relations, which completes the proof.
(2) ⇔ For any j = k, Z jk = 0. ⇔ For any j < k, the solution to matrix equations
⇔ For any j < k, the solutions to matrix equations
must be zero. ⇔ For any j < k, the coefficient matrix M jk of the following linear system of equations is of full column rank:
By the "(2)⇔(3)" part of the proof for Theorem 2.5, we know that the equivalence of all solutions is equivalent to that (2.13) has only zero solution. Notice that (2.13) has 2n j n k unknowns, 2mn j n k equations. Since m > 1, the number of equations is more than the number of unknowns. Thus, for randomly generated A , the solution to (2.13) equals to zero, almost surely. Therefore, we may say that for any matrix set {A i } m i=1 , the solutions to the corresponding geenogjbd problem are equivalent, almost surely. However, not surprisingly, there are indeed artificial examples in which the solutions are not equivalent. Perhaps, the simplest example is the syejd problem of the scalar matrix set
, where α i 's are real numbers. It is obvious that any orthogonal matrix is a solution, but they are not equivalent. 
n×n×m be a third order tensor. Partition
Then follow the notations in [11] , in term of tensor decomposition, (1.1) is equivalent to the following type-2 BTD (a generation to the decomposition in rank-(L r , L r , ·) terms):
where C j ∈ R nj ×nj ×m with C j (:, :
The uniqueness of tenor decompositions are of great importance in applications, and there is a long list of studies on this subject, e.g., [20, 11, 29, 15, 16, 28, 27] . To the best of the authors' knowledge, these studies are mainly dedicated to the sufficient conditions under which the tensor decompositions are unique. In particular, in [11] the essential uniqueness of BTDs was discussed by L. De Lathauwer, where under some mild conditions, it is shown that type-2 BTD is essentially unique (by [11, Theorem 6.1 and Remark 6]). Theorem 2.5 we present here gives not only a sufficient condition but also necessary one, for the uniqueness of this particular BTD in (2.14), from which we can also conclude that BTD in (2.14) is essentially unique. What's more, the necessary and sufficient condition enables us to construct examples that BTDs are not unique (e.g., example 2.1), and also provides us a way to check the BTD is unique once a BTD is available: first, for any Z j ∈ N (A j ), j = 1, . . . , t, check that all eigenvalues of Z j are the same real number or the same complex conjugate pair (see Remark 2.1); second, for 1 ≤ j < k ≤ t, check that M jk 's defined in (2.7) are nonsingular.
Under the assumption that all solutions to the geenogjbd problem are equivalent, we can define the partition of the null space N (A) as
which forms an equivalence class. What's more, we have Theorem 2.6. If all solutions to the geenogjbd problem are equivalent, then for almost all Z ∈ N (A), ζ opt n (Z) ∈ ζ (N (A) ). Proof. Follow the notations in Theorem 2.5. On one hand, for any F j ∈ N (A j ), j = 1, . . . , t, we know that α j F j ∈ N (A j ), where α j is any real number. By Remark 2.1, the eigenvalues of F j are the same real number λ j or a complex conjugate pair {λ j ,λ j }. Then the possibility P jk (α j λ j = α k λ k or α kλk ) = 0 for any j = k. On the other hand, when all solutions to the geenogjbd problem are equivalent, by Theorem 2.5, we know that for any Z ∈ N (A), it can be written as Z = W diag( F 1 , . . . , F t )W −1 , where F j ∈ N (A j ), j = 1, . . . , t. Using P jk = 0, we know that λ( F j ) ∩ λ( F k ) = ∅ almost surely. Therefore, card(ζ opt n (Z)) is maximized almost surely. By the definition of ζ (N (A) ), the conclusion follows.
2.3.
Determining a solution to the geenogjbd problem. If all solutions to the geenogjbd problem are equivalent, using Theorems 2.4 and 2.6, theoretically, we can solve the geenogjbd problem by the following procedure:
Step 1, solve a basis of N (A), denote by {Z 1 , Z 2 , . . . , Z ℓ };
Step 2, set Z = j α j Z j , where α j 's are random real numbers;
Step 3, compute the eigenvalue decomposition of Z corresponding with ζ opt n (Z) as in (2.1). Then (ζ opt n (Z), W ) is a solution to the geenogjbd problem. Some details follow. In step 1, using the Kronecker product notation,
Π is the perfect shuffle permutation [34, Chap. 12.3] of order n 2 such that Π vec(Z) = vec(Z T ). By computing the singular value decomposition (SVD) of L, we can obtain a basis of N (A) from a basis of N (L). In step 3, we first compute the Schur decomposition of Z = QT Q T (with proper ordering of the eigenvalues), then ζ opt n (Z) can be determined by the algebraic multiplicities of the distinct eigenvalues of T , the eigenvalue decomposition of Z can be computed via Algorithm 7.6.3 in [34] . In next section, we will discuss the numerical methods for the geanogjbd problem in detail, which of course can be applied to the geenogjbd problem by simply setting ǫ = 0.
3. Solving the geanogjbd problem. In this section, we show that the geanogjbd problem can be solved in a similar procedure as the procedure in subsection 2.3 for the geenogjbd problem:
1. find a "basis" for a "near-null space" of A (1.4); 2. determine a Z from the "near-null space"; 3. determine an eigenvalue partition of Z and compute its corresponding eigenvalue decomposition. However, some fundamental questions need to be answered first:
1. What is a "near-null space" precisely? 2. When Z in the "near-null space" has an eigenvalue decomposition (2.1) with certain eigenvalue partition τ n , is the value of the corresponding cost function
small? 3. How to determine a Z from the "near-null space" such that the eigenvalues of Z has as many clusters as possible and the gap between different clusters is as large as possible? In subsection 3.1, we will first answer questions 1 and 2, and then discuss some properties of the eigenvalues of Z, which will be used to cluster the eigenvalues. For question 3, two ways to determine the matrix Z and the its eigenvalue partition are proposed, which leads to two numerical methods for the geanogjbd problem, namely, geanogjbd-greedy and geanogjbd-consv, which are presented in subsections 3.2 and 3.3, respectively.
Some fundamentals.
Generally speaking, the null space N (A) for matrices that can not be exactly joint diagonalized, can be spanned by {I n }, which give a trivial solution ((n), I n ) to the geanogjbd problem. In order to find a nontrivial solution, we need to define a "near-null space" for the matrix set A. Let the SVD of L be
where L is defined in (2.17), U ∈ R mn 2 ×mn
2 are both orthogonal matrices, the main diagonal elements of Σ are
δ ≥ 0 is a parameter. We define the δ-null space of A as
N (A; δ) := span{reshape(v n 2 −ℓ+j , n, n), j = 1, . . . , ℓ}.
Then for any Z ∈ N (A; δ), it holds that L vec(Z) 2 ≤ δ vec(Z) 2 , which is equivalent to
F . Hereafter, we take N (A; δ) as the "near-null space", which is controlled by the parameter δ, the larger δ is , the larger the space is. Note also that N (A; 0) = N (A). This answers question 1.
The following theorem gives an answer to question 2.
, and Z has an eigenvalue decomposition (2.1) with W satisfying (1.2c), then
]. Direct calculations give rise to
The conclusion follows. If δ is small and sep(G)/ Z F is not, then the right hand side of (3.4) will be small, which means that f (τ n , W ) is small. In general sep(G)/ Z F is large if the gap between λ(G j ) and λ(G k ) is large [36] . Therefore, when solving the geanogjbd problem with the procedure in subsection 2.3, it is critical to choose a "proper" δ for the approximate null space N (A; δ) and a "good" Z ∈ N (A; δ) in the sense that the eigenvalues of Z has as many clusters as possible and the gap between different clusters is as large as possible.
How to choose a "proper" δ can be very tricky. A small δ will lead to a small f (τ n , W ), but a small card(τ n ) too; A large δ, on the other hand, will lead to a large card(τ n ), but also a large f (τ n , W ). Notice that I n ∈ N (A) ⊂ N (A; δ), then the smallest singular value σ n 2 of L defined in (2.17) must be zero, since vec(I n ) is a right singular vector of L corresponding with the zero singular value. The second smallest singular value σ n 2 −1 of L is in general nonzero for the geanogjbd problem. The similarity transformation matrix obtained from the eigenvalue decomposition of Z (reshaped from the right singular vector of L corresponding with σ n 2 −1 ) corresponding with some eigenvalue partition of Z, is usually a good solution to the geanojbd problem of A. Thus, it is reasonable to set δ = γσ n 2 −1 , where γ > 1 is some constant.
Finding the "best" Z to fully answer question 3 is difficult. In next two subsections, we propose two ways to find the matrix Z and its eigenvalue partition: a greedy way and a conservative way, which leads to the algorithms geanogjbd-greedy and geanogjbd-consv, respectively.
In order to determine the eigenvalue partition of Z ∈ N (A; δ), what follows we discuss some properties of the eigenvalues of Z.
Theorem 3.2. For any Z ∈ N (A; δ), let (λ, x) be an eigenpair of Z and
F . Then using Zx = λx, we have
The conclusion follows. Theorem 3.2 tells that when δ is small, the imaginary part of any eigenvalue of Z ∈ N (A; δ) will be small. Consequently, we may cluster the eigenvalues by their real parts only.
3.2. geanogjbd with a greedy strategy. Using similar arguments as Theorem 2.6, we may claim that for almost all Z ∈ N (A; δ), ζ opt n (Z) is maximized. So we may determine a Z ∈ N (A; δ) and an eigenvalue partition of it for the geanogjbd problem in a greedy way:
1. Arbitrarily determine a Z from N (A; δ), say a random linear combination of an orthonormal basis 2 of N (A; δ); 2. Compute the eigenvalue of Z, then determine the eigenvalue partition by detecting the gap between the real parts of the eigenvalues.
With this greedy strategy, we propose the greedy algorithm for the geanogjbd problem.
Algorithm 1 geanogjbd-greedy
, a parameter γ used to control the approximate null space N (A; δ). Output: A partition τ n , a nonsingular matrix W and f (τ n , W ).
1:
Compute the SVD of L as in (3.2); 2: Set δ = γσ n 2 −1 , ℓ = argmax j σ n 2 −j+1 < γσ n 2 −1 ; For j = 1, . . . , ℓ, let Z j = reshape(v n 2 −j+1 , n, n); 
) for all possible j; 6: Set τ n = (n 1 , . . . , n t ), where for j = 1, . . . , t, n j = i j − i j−1 (i 0 = 0, i t = n); 7: Compute the eigenvalue decomposition of T corresponding with τ n , T = W diag(T 1 , . . . , T t )W −1 ; 8: For j = 1, . . . , t, compute the 'economic' QR factorization of W (:, i j−1 + 1 : i j ),
i.e., W (:
Several remark follows. Remark 3.1.
1. On input, the parameter is set as γ = 1.2 in our numerical tests. 2.
Step 1, the overall computational cost of geanogjbd-greedy (and also geanogjbd-consv) is dominated by the computation of the SVD of L, which requires O(n 6 ) flops. So when n is large, the algorithm can be slow. In order to improve the efficiency of the algorithm, it is worth exploring the structure of L to design efficient methods to compute its SVD. More work are needed here. 3.
Step 2, {Z 1 , . . . , Z ℓ } forms an orthonormal basis of N (A; δ).
4.
Step 4, in order to make the real parts of the eigenvalues in an ascending order, a reorder of the eigenvalues is required, which can be done by Algorithm 7.6.1 in [34] . 5.
Step 5, the parameter µ is used to detect the gap of the eigenvalues. If the difference between the real parts of two consecutive eigenvalues ℜ(λ i+1 )−ℜ(λ i ) is smaller than µ(ℜ(λ n ) − ℜ(λ 1 )), we take them as in the same cluster, in two different clusters otherwise. In our numerical tests, we set µ = 1 8(n−1) . 6.
Step 7, the eigenvalue decomposition can be computed via Algorithm 7.6.3 in [34] . 7. By computing W (:, i j−1 + 1 : i j ) = U j R j in Step 7, W in Step 8 satisfies (1.2c). 8. Strictly speaking, the solution (τ n , W ) returned by the algorithm may not satisfy f (τ n , W ) ≤ ǫ 2 . But according to Theorem 3.1, f (τ n , W ) will not be large if δ is small. As δ is set as γσ n 2 −1 , it will be reasonably small since σ n 2 −1 is the smallest singular vector which corresponds with a nontrivial solution to the geanogjbd problem.
3.3. geanogjbd with a conservative strategy. Numerically, when Z is arbitrarily chosen from Z ∈ N (A; δ), it may be unstable to compute the eigenvalue partition of Z corresponding with ζ opt n (Z). In order to deal with such instability, we prefer to find the partition in a "conservative" way: In the first step, find a "good" Z in N (A; δ) in the sense that the real parts of eigenvalues of Z can be split into two clusters and the gap between these two clusters are relatively large. Compute an eigenvalue decomposition of Z with two diagonal blocks, each block corresponds with a cluster of eigenvalues. Approximately block diagonalizing A i by a congruence transformation (the transformation matrix is nothing but the similarity transformation matrix in the eigenvalue decomposition of Z), then the original geanogjbd problem can be decoupled into two separate geanogjbd problems with smaller sizes. For each smaller problem, we can perform the above procedure recursively.
From the above discussion, we can see that the key step is to find a "good" Z. Next we show that there is a lower bound for the maximum gap between the real parts of the eigenvalues.
Theorem 3.3. Let θ 1 ≤ · · · ≤ θ n be the real parts of the eigenvalues of Z ∈ N (A; δ). If tr(Z) = 0 and tr(Z 2 ) = η ≥ 0, then
By calculations, we have
One one hand, let
and hence F ∞ ≤ n 2 8 . On other hand, notice that
Consequently,
This completes the proof.
From the above theorem, we know that g will not be small if tr(Z 2 ) is not small and tr(Z) = 0. The next theorem shows how to determine a Z such that tr(Z 2 ) is maximized.
Theorem 3.4. Let I n , Z 1 , . . . , Z ℓ be an orthonormal basis of N (A; δ). Then for any Z = ℓ j=1 α j Z j , it holds that tr(Z) = 0, and
T is the eigenvector of H corresponding with its largest eigenvalue, where
Proof. First, tr(Z) = 0 follows from the fact that tr(Z j ) = (I n , Z j ) = 0 for j = 1, . . . , ℓ. Second, simple calculation gives
Noticing that H is symmetric, the conclusion follows. Summarizing the above discussions on the "conservative" way gives rise to the conservative algorithm for the geanogjbd problem. First, we illustrate how to perform one step of the algorithm by function geanogjbd1step in algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 One step of the geanogjbd-consv
Compute Z 1 , . . . , Z ℓ such that Z 1 , . . . , Z ℓ together with I n form an orthonormal basis of N (A; δ);
3:
Compute the matrix H = [h jk ] with h jk = tr(Z j Z k );
4:
T with α 2 = 1, where α is the eigenvector of H corresponding with its largest eigenvalue;
5:
Compute the real Schur decomposition of Z = QT Q T , where the real parts of the eigenvalues λ 1 , . . . , λ n of T are sorted in an ascending order;
7:
Find the index
Compute the eigenvalue decomposition of T corresponding with
Compute the 'economic' QR factorizations of W (:, 1 : n 1 ) and W (:, n 1 +1, n 1 + n 2 ), i.e., W (:, 1 :
10:
Several remarks follow in order. Remark 3.2.
1. Line 1, the input are the matrix set A = {A i } m i=1 and a parameter γ, which is used to control the approximate null space N (A; δ) ; the output are a partition τ n = (n 1 , n 2 ), a matrix W ∈ R n×n and f = f (τ n , W ). Next, we are ready to present the geanogjbd-consv algorithm in algorithm 3.
, the tolerance ǫ and a parameter γ used to control the approximate null space N (A; δ). Output: A solution (τ n , W ) to the geanogjbd problem and f = f (τ n , W ).
τ n =τ n , W = W , f =f ;
6:
7:
8:
11:
15: end while
Several remarks follow in order. Remark 3.3.
1. Let (τ n , W, f ) be the current guess of the solution, where τ n = (n 1 , . . . , n s ),
with W j ∈ R n×nj for j = 1, . . . , s, and f = f (τ n , W ). For each 1 ≤ j ≤ s, the output of the function geanogjbd1step with input {W
is (φ j , W jj , f j ). Then τ stores the first elements of φ j 's in a vector, W d stores W jj 's in a block diagonal matrix, v f stores f j 's in a vector. To be specific, τ = (φ 1 (1), . . . , φ s (1)),
The integer ℓ stores the index argmin j v f (j), integers p and q stores the first and last row indices of the ℓth diagonal block of W d , respectively. The triple (τ n , W ,f ) stores the next guess of the solution. 2. Notice that the solution (τ n , W ) returned by geanogjbd-consv will satisfy f (τ n , W ) ≤ ǫ 2 , unlike geanogjbd-greedy.
4. Numerical Experiments. Now we present several numerical examples to illustrate the performance of our methods. All the numerical examples were carried out using MATLAB R2014b, with machine ǫ = 2.2 × 10 −16 . We compare the performance of our algorithms with four other algorithms for the geanojbd problem, namely, JBD-OG, JBD-ORG [19] , JBD-LM [6] and JBD-NCG [26] . For the JBD-OG method and the JBD-ORG method the stopping criteria are W k+1 − W k F < 10 −12 , or φ k − φ k+1 φ k < 10 −8 for successive 5 steps, or the maximum number of iterations, which is set as 2000, exceeded. Here W k , φ k are the W matrix and the value of the cost function in kth step, respectively. For the JBD-LM method, the stopping criteria are the same as that of the JBD-OG/ORG method, except the maximum number of iterations is set as 200. And in order to avoid degenerate solutions, we use (1.2c) to normalize W k in each step. For the JBD-NCG method, the stopping criteria are φ k − φ k+1 < 10 −8 or
, or the maximum number of iterations, which is set as 2000, exceeded. In all four iterative algorithms above, 20 initial values (19 random initial values and an EVD-based initial value [26] ) are used to iterate 20 steps first, and then the iteration which produces the smallest value of the cost function proceeds until one of the stopping criteria is satisfied.
4.1. Random data. Let τ n = (n 1 , . . . , n t ) ∈ T n , we use the model in [19] to generate the matrix set {A i } m i=1 :
where V , D i 's are, respectively, the mixing matrix and the approximate τ n -block diagonal matrices. The elements in V and Bdiag τn (D i ) are all real numbers drawn from a standard normal distribution, while the elements in OffBdiag τn (D i ) are all real numbers drawn from a normal distribution with mean zero and variance σ 2 . The signal-to-noise ratio is defined as SNR = 10 log 10 (1/σ 2 ). In the geanogjbd-consv algorithm, the parameter ǫ is set as ǫ = 3n 2 10 − SNR /20 . For model (4.1), we define the same performance index defined in [3] to measure the quality of the computed solution W :
. . , t, the vector π = (π(1), . . . , π(t)) is a permutation of {1, . . . , t} satisfying (n π(1) , . . . , n π(t) ) = τ n , and the expression subspace(E, F ) denotes the angle between two subspaces specified by the column vectors of E and F , which can be computed by the MATLAB function "subspace". The smaller the performance index is, the better W is. In order to make a fair comparison of the algorithms, the matrices W returned by different algorithms are normalized to satisfy (1.2c).
Let (τ n , W ) be a solution returned by one of our algorithms withτ n = (n 1 , . . . ,nt). The partitionτ n returned by our algorithms may be not equivalent to τ n in (4.1), especially when the SNR is small. But we still say thatτ n is correct if card(τ n ) ≥ card(τ n ) and there exists a (0, 1) matrix N such that τ n =τ n N . Notice that such (0, 1) matrix N is not unique. Once N is fixed, the columns of W need to be reordered accordingly. Denote the resulting matrix as W N , the performance index PI(V −1 , W N ) can be defined as in (4.2) . Then the performance index of (τ n , W ) withτ n being correct, can be defined as min N PI(V −1 , W N ). For example, let τ n = (1, 2, 3),τ n = (2, 4) orτ n = (1, 1, 2, 2) . In the former case,τ n is not correct, we say that our algorithm fails. In the latter case,τ n is correct. The (0, 1) matrix can be one of the following matrices: Then the performance index for (τ n , W ) is min i=1,2,3,4 PI(V −1 , W Ni ). We generate the matrix sets by model (4.1) with the following parameters: Case 1. Let n = 9, τ n = (3, 3, 3) , m = 20. Case 2. Let n = 10, τ n = (1, 2, 3, 4) , m = 20. For different SNRs, we compare our algorithms with the above four algorithms in terms of performance index. And for each SNR, we perform 50 independent trials. The box plot (generated by MATLAB function "boxplot") of the results are displayed in Figure 1 In case 1, the sizes of diagonal blocks are the same. We can see from Figure 1 that when SNR equals to 40, 60 or 80, the performance indices produced by all six algorithms are almost the same on average, but the geanogjbd-consv method is more robust; when SNR equals to 20, the performance indices produced by the JBD-ORG method, the JBD-NCG method and our two methods are almost the same, and smaller than those of the other two methods. In case 2, the sizes of diagonal blocks are different. We can see from Figure 2 that when SNR equals to 60 or 80, the performance indices produced by all six algorithms are almost the same on average, and the geanogjbd-consv method is obviously more robust than the other five 
where H[z] stands for the z transform of H(t); 2. The geanogjbd problem for the correlation matrix set {R Y (t, τ )} 2 τ =0 is considered rather than the heanogjbd problem for { RY (t,τ )+RY (t,τ ) T 2 } 2 τ =0 ; 3. After the source signal vectors is recovered byŜ(t) = B T X(t), where B is a solution to the geanogjbd problem, X(t) is the observed signal vector, a blind SIMO system identification step via the subspace-based technique proposed in [24] is applied to obtain the primary sources signalsŝ 1 (t),ŝ 2 (t),ŝ 3 (t);
The maximum correlation between the ith source signal s i (t) and the recovered signalsŝ 1 (t),ŝ 2 (t),ŝ 3 (t), i.e., max j=1,2,3 correlation (s i (t),ŝ j (t)), is used to estimate the quality of the ith recovered signal. The larger the correlation is, the better the source signal is recovered.
In Figure 3 , we plot the correlations between the source signals and the extracted signals obtained from computed solutions by different algorithms for s 1 (t), s 2 (t), s 3 (t), respectively. All displayed results have been averaged over 50 independent trials, and in the geanogjdb-consv method, we set ǫ = 0.05 for all SNRs. It can be seen from Figure 3 that when SNR is more than 50, the recovered signals obtained from all six algorithms are at the same level of quality, and when SNR is smaller than 40, our algorithms give much better result.
Conclusion.
In this paper, we show that the solution to the geenogjbd problem or the geanogjbd problem can be obtained by finding a proper Z in N (A) or N (A; δ) followed by computing an eigenvalue decomposition of Z. A necessary and sufficient condition for the equivalence of all solutions to the geenogjbd problem is established. Based on the established theory, two algorithms are proposed to solve the geanogjbd problem. The first algorithm, which uses a greedy strategy, is simple and efficient, but may suffer from instability. The second algorithm, which uses a conservative strategy, is an iterative method, will terminate within finite steps, and is much more stable than the first algorithm. Our limited numerical experiments show that the geanogjbd-consv method outperforms the current iterative algorithms based on optimization, especially when the SNR is small.
It is also worth mentioning here that the necessary and sufficient condition for the equivalence of all solutions to the geenogjbd problem can be used to analyze the sensitivity of the geenojbd problem, and we will present the results in a separate paper. The approach we treat the geenogjbd/geanogjbd problem in this paper can also be used to deal with the geenugjbd/geanugjbd problem.
Finally, noticing that, compared with numerical methods for the BTD of tensors (see e.g., [14, 35] ), the gjbd problem present in this paper is limited in several aspects: the matrices A i 's are square rather than general non-square ones; the matrices A i 's are factorized via a congruence transformation:
)W −1 (see (1.1)), rather than a general factorization: A i = U D i V T , where D i 's are block diagonal, U , V are not necessarily square. A natural question is that can we adopt a similar algebraic approach in this paper to remove these limitations? To that end, more work are obviously needed, and our initial results seem inspiring.
